Let φ(G) be the minimum conductance of an undirected graph G, and let 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λn ≤ 2 be the eigenvalues of the normalized Laplacian matrix of G. We prove that for any graph G and any k ≥ 2,
INTRODUCTION
We study the performance of spectral algorithms for graph partitioning problems. For the moment, we assume the graphs are unweighted and d-regular for simplicity, while the results in the paper hold for arbitrary weighted graphs, with suitable changes to the definitions. Let G = (V, E) be a d-regular undirected graph. The conductance of a subset S ⊆ V is defined as
where E(S, S) denotes the set of edges of G crossing from S to its complement. The conductance of the graph G is defined as
Finding a set of small conductance, also called a sparse cut, is an algorithmic problem that comes up in different areas of computer science. Some applications include image segmentation [SM00, TM06] , clustering [NJW01, KVV04, Lux07] , community detection [LLM10] , and designing approximation algorithms [Shm97] . A fundamental result in spectral graph theory provides a connection between the conductance of a graph and the second eigenvalue of its normalized Laplacian matrix. The normalized Laplacian matrix L ∈ R V ×V is defined as L = I − 1 d A, where A is the adjacency matrix of G. The eigenvalues of L satisfy 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λ |V | ≤ 2. It is a basic fact that φ(G) = 0 if and only if λ2 = 0. Cheeger's inequality for graphs provides a quantitative generalization of this fact: 1 2 λ2 ≤ φ(G) ≤ √ 2λ2.
(1.1) This is first proved in the manifold setting by Cheeger [Che70] and is extended to undirected graphs by Alon and Milman [AM85, Alo86] . Cheeger's inequality is an influential result in spectral graph theory with applications in spectral clustering [ST07, KVV04] , explicit construction of expander graphs [JM85, HLW06, Lee12] , approximate counting [SJ89, JSV04] , and image segmentation [SM00] . We improve Cheeger's inequality using higher eigenvalues of the normalized Laplacian matrix.
Theorem 1. For every undirected graph G and any k ≥ 2, it holds that
This shows that λ2 is a better approximation of φ(G) when there is a large gap between λ2 and λ k for any k ≥ 3. The bound is optimal up to a constant factor for any k ≥ 2, as the cycle example shows that φ(G) = Ω(kλ2/ √ λ k ) for any k ≥ 2.
The Spectral Partitioning Algorithm
The proof of Cheeger's inequality is constructive and it gives the following simple nearly-linear time algorithm (the spectral partitioning algorithm) that finds cuts with approximately minimal conductance. Compute the second eigenfunction g ∈ R V of the normalized Laplacian matrix L, and let f = g/ √ d. For a threshold t ∈ R, let V (t) := {v : f (v) ≥ t} be a threshold set of f . Return the threshold set of f with the minimum conductance among all thresholds t. Let φ(f ) denote the conductance of the return set of the algorithm. The proof of Cheeger's inequality shows that
2λ2, and hence the spectral partitioning algorithm is a nearly-linear time O(1/ √ λ2)-approximation algorithm for finding a sparse cut. In particular, it gives a constant factor approximation algorithm when λ2 is a constant, but since λ2 could be as small as 1/n 2 even for a simple unweighted graph (e.g. for the cycle), the performance guarantee could be Ω(n).
We prove Theorem 1 by showing a stronger statement, that is φ(f ) is upper-bounded by O(kλ2/ √ λ k ).
Theorem 2. For any undirected graph G, and k ≥ 2,
This shows that the spectral partitioning algorithm is a O(k/ √ λ k )-approximation algorithm for the sparsest cut problem, even though it does not employ any information about higher eigenvalues (e.g. the spectral embedding). In particular, spectral partitioning provides a constant factor approximation for the sparsest cut problem when λ k is a constant for some constant k.
Generalizations of Cheeger's Inequality
There are several recent results showing new connections between the expansion profile of a graph and the higher eigenvalues of its normalized Laplacian matrix. The first result in this direction is about the small set expansion problem. Arora, Barak and Steurer [ABS10a] show that if there are k small eigenvalues for some large k, then the graph has a sparse cut S with |S| ≈ n/k. In particular, if k = |V | for ∈ (0, 1), then the graph has a sparse cut S with φ(S) ≤ O( √ λ k ) and |S| ≈ n/k. This can be seen as a generalization of Cheeger's inequality to the small set expansion problem (see [Ste10, OT12, OW12] for some improvements).
Cheeger's inequality for graph partitioning can also be extended to higher-order Cheeger's inequality for k-way graph partitioning [LRTV12, LOT12] : If there are k small eigenvalues, then there are k disjoint sparse cuts. Let
where S1, . . . , S k are over non-empty disjoint subsets S1, . . . , S k ⊆ V . Then
Our result can be applied to k-way graph partitioning by combining with a result in [LOT12] .
Corollary 1. For every undirected graph G and any l > k ≥ 2, it holds that
(ii) For any δ ∈ (0, 1),
(iii) If G excludes K h as a minor, then for any δ ∈ (0, 1)
Part (i) shows that λ k is a better approximation of φ k (G) when there is a large gap between λ k and λ l for any l > k.
Furthermore, our proof shows that the spectral algorithms in [LOT12] achieve the corresponding approximation factors. For instance, when λ l is a constant for a constant l > k, there is a constant factor approximation algorithm for the k-way partitioning problem.
Analysis of Practical Instances
Spectral partitioning is a popular heuristic in practice, as it is easy to be implemented and can be solved efficiently by standard linear algebra methods. Also, it has good empirical performance in applications including image segmentation [SM00] and clustering [Lux07] , much better than the worst case performance guarantee provided by Cheeger's inequality. It has been an open problem to explain this phenomenon rigorously [ST07, GM98] . There are some research directions towards this objective.
One direction is to analyze the average case performance of spectral partitioning. A well-studied model is the random planted model [Bop87, AKS98, McS01] , where there is a hidden bisection (X, Y ) of V and there is an edge between two vertices in X and two vertices in Y with probability p and there is an edge between a vertex in X and a vertex in Y with probability q. It is proved that spectral techniques can be used to recover the hidden partition with high probability, as long as p − q ≥ Ω( p log |V |/|V |) [Bop87, McS01] . The spectral approach can also be used for other hidden graph partitioning problems [AKS98, McS01] . Note that the spectral algorithms used are usually not exactly the same as the spectral partitioning algorithm. Some of these proofs explicitly or implicitly use the fact that there is a gap between the second and the third eigenvalues. See the full version for more details.
To better model practical instances, Bilu and Linial [BL10] introduced the notion of stable instances for clustering problems. One definition for the sparsest cut problem is as follows: an instance is said to be γ-stable if there is an optimal sparse cut S ⊆ V which will remain optimal even if the weight of each edge is perturbed by a factor of γ. Intuitively this notion is to capture the instances with an outstanding solution that is stable under noise, and arguably they are the meaningful instances in practice. Note that a planted bisection instance is stable if p − q is large enough, and so this is a more general model than the planted random model. Several clustering problems are shown to be easier on stable instances [BBG09, ABS10b] , and spectral techniques have been analyzed for the stable maximum cut problem [BL10, BDLS12] . See the full version for more details.
Informally, the higher order Cheeger's inequality shows that an undirected graph has k disjoint sparse cuts if and only if λ k is small. This suggests that the graph has at most k − 1 outstanding sparse cuts when λ k−1 is small and λ k is large. The algebraic condition that λ2 is small and λ3 is large seems similar to the stability condition but more adaptable to spectral analysis. This motivates us to analyze the performance of the spectral partitioning algorithm through higher-order spectral gaps.
In practical instances of image segmentation, there are usually only a few outstanding objects in the image, and so λ k is large for a small k [Lux07] . Thus Theorem 2 provides a theoretical explanation to why the spectral partitioning algorithm performs much better than the worst case bound by Cheeger's inequality in those instances. In clustering applications, there is a well-known eigengap heuristic that partitions the data into k clusters if λ k is small and λ k+1 is large [Lux07] . Corollary 1 shows that in such situations the spectral algorithms in [LOT12] perform better than the worst case bound by the higher order Cheeger's inequality.
Other Graph Partitioning Problems
Our techniques can be used to improve the spectral algorithms for other graph partitioning problems using higher order eigenvalues. In the minimum bisection problem, the objective is to find a set S with minimum conductance among the sets with |V |/2 vertices. While it is nontrivial to find a sparse cut with exactly |V |/2 vertices [FK02, Rac08] , it is well known that a simple recursive spectral algorithm can find a balanced separator S with φ(S) = O( √ ) with |S| = Ω(|V |), where denotes the conductance of the minimum bisection (e.g. [KVV04] ). We use Theorem 2 to generalize the recursive spectral algorithm to obtain a better approximation guarantee when λ k is large for a small k.
Theorem 3. Let
There is a polynomial time algorithm that finds a set S such that |V |/5 ≤ |S| ≤ 4|V |/5 and φ(S) ≤ O(k /λ k ).
In the maximum cut problem, the objective is to find a partition of the vertices which maximizes the weight of edges whose endpoints are on different sides of the partition. Goemans and Williamson [GW95] gave an SDP-based 0.878-approximation algorithm for the maximum cut problem. Trevisan [Tre09] gave a spectral algorithm with approximation ratio strictly better than 1/2. Both algorithms find a solution that cuts at least 1 − O( √ ) fraction of edges when the optimal solution cuts at least 1 − O( ) fraction of edges. Using a similar method as in the proof of Theorem 2, we generalize the spectral algorithm in [Tre09] for the maximum cut problem to obtain a better approximation guarantee when λ n−k is small for a small k.
Theorem 4. There is a polynomial time algorithm that on input graph G finds a cut (S, S) such that if the optimal solution cuts at least 1 − fraction of the edges, then (S, S) cuts at least
fraction of edges.
More Related Work
Approximating Graph Partitioning Problems: Besides spectral partitioning, there are approximation algorithms for the sparsest cut problem based on linear and semidefinite programming relaxations. There is an LP-based O(log n) approximation algorithm by Leighton and Rao [LR99] , and an SDP-based O( √ log n) approximation algorithm by Arora, Rao and Vazirani [ARV04] . The subspace enumeration algorithm by Arora, Barak and Steurer [ABS10a] provides an O(1/λ k ) approximation algorithm for the sparsest cut problem with running time n O(k) , by searching for a sparse cut in the (k − 1)-dimensional eigenspace corresponding to λ1, . . . , λ k−1 . It is worth noting that for k = 3 the subspace enumeration algorithm is exactly the same as the spectral partitioning algorithm. Nonetheless, the result in [ABS10a] is incomparable to Theorem 2 since it does not upper-bound φ(G) by a function of λ2 and λ3. Recently, using the Lasserre hierarchy for SDP relaxations, Guruswami and Sinop [GS12, GS13] gave an 1 + O(opt/λ k ) approximation algorithm for the sparsest cut problem with running time n O(1) 2 O(k) . Moreover, the general framework of Guruswami and Sinop [GS12] applies to other graph partitioning problems including minimum bisection and maximum cut, obtaining approximation algorithms with similar performance guarantees and running times. This line of recent work is closely related to ours in the sense that it shows that many graph partitioning problems are easier to approximate on graphs with fast growing spectrums, i.e. λ k is large for a small k. Although their results give much better approximation guarantees when k is large, our results show that simple spectral algorithms provide nontrivial performance guarantees.
Higher Eigenvalues of Special Graphs: Another direction to show that spectral algorithms work well is to analyze their performance in special graph classes. Spielman and Teng [ST07] showed that λ2 = O(1/n) for a bounded degree planar graph and a spectral algorithm can find a separator of size O( √ n) in such graphs. This result is extended to bounded genus graphs by Kelner [Kel06] and to fixed minor free graphs by Biswal, Lee and Rao [BLR10] . This is further extended to higher eigenvalues by Kelner, Lee, Price and Teng [KLPT11] : λ k = O(k/n) for planar graphs, bounded genus graphs, and fixed minor free graphs when the maximum degree is bounded. Combining with a higher order Cheeger inequality for planar graphs [LOT12] , this implies that φ k (G) = O( k/n) for bounded degree planar graphs.
We note that these results give mathematical bounds on the conductances of the resulting partitions, but they do not imply that the approximation guarantee of Cheeger's inequality could be improved for these graphs, neither does our result as these graphs have slowly growing spectrums.
Planted Random Instances, Semi-Random Instances, and Stable Instances: We have discussed some previous work on these topics, and we will discuss some relations to our results in the full version of this paper.
Proof Overview
We start by describing an informal intuition of the proof of Theorem 2 for k = 3, and then we describe how this intuition can be generalized.
2) of Subsection 2.1 for the definition in general graphs). Let f be a function that is orthogonal to the constant function and that R(f ) ≈ λ2.
Suppose λ2 is small and λ3 is large. Then the higher order Cheeger's inequality implies that there is a partitioning of the graph into two sets of small conductance, but in every partitioning into at least three sets, there is a set of large conductance. So, we expect the graph to have a sparse cut of which the two parts are expanders; see [Tan12] for a quantitative statement. Since R(f ) is small and f is orthogonal to the constant function, we expect that the vertices in the same expander have similar values in f and the average values of the two expanders are far apart. Hence, f is similar to a step function with two steps representing a cut, and we expect that R(f ) ≈ φ(G) in this case. Therefore, roughly speaking, λ3 λ2 implies λ2 ≈ φ(G). Conversely, Theorem 2 shows that if λ2 ≈ φ 2 (G) then λ3 ≈ λ2. One way to prove that λ2 ≈ λ3 is to find a function f of Rayleigh quotient close to λ2 such that f is orthogonal to both f and the constant function. For example, if G is a cycle, then λ2 = Θ(1/n 2 ), φ(G) = Θ(1/n), and f (up to normalizing factors) could represent the cosine function. In this case we may define f to be the sine function. Unfortunately, finding such a function f in general is not as straightforward. Instead, our idea is to find three disjointly supported functions f1, f2, f3 of Rayleigh quotient close to λ2. As we prove in Lemma 1, this would upper-bound λ3 by 2 max{R(f1), R(f2), R(f3)}. For the cycle example, if f is the cosine function, we may construct f1, f2, f3 simply by first dividing the support of f into three disjoint intervals and then constructing each fi by defining a smooth localization of f in one of those intervals. To ensure that max{R(f1), R(f2), R(f3)} ≈ λ2 we need to show that f is a "smooth" function, whose values change continuously. We make this rigorous by showing that if λ2 ≈ φ(G) 2 , then the function f must be smooth. Therefore, we can construct three disjointly supported functions based on f and show that λ2 ≈ λ3.
We provide two proofs of Theorem 2. The first proof generalizes the first observation. We show that if λ k kλ2, then φ(G) ≈ kλ2. The main idea is to show that if λ k kλ2, then f can be approximated by a k step function g in the sense that f − g ≈ 0 (in general we show that any function f can be approximated by a k step function g such that any f − g 2 ≤ R(f )/λ k ). It is instructive to prove that if f is exactly a k-step function then φ(G) ≤ O(kR(f )). Our main technical step, Proposition 2, provides a robust version of the latter fact by showing that for any k-step
). On the other hand, our second proof generalizes the second observation. Say R(f ) ≈ φ(G) 2 . We partition the support of f into disjoint intervals of the form [2 −i , 2 −(i+1) ], and we show that the vertices are distributed almost uniformly in most of these intervals in the sense that if we divide [2 −i , 2 −(i+1) ] into k equal length subintervals, then we expect to see the same amount of mass in the subintervals. This shows that f is a smooth function. We then argue that λ k kλ2, by constructing k disjointly supported functions each of Rayleigh quotient O(k 2 )R(f ).
PRELIMINARIES
Let G = (V, E, w) be a finite, undirected graph, with positive weights w : E → (0, ∞) on the edges. For a pair of ver-
For a subset of edges F ⊆ E, we write w(F ) = e∈F w(e). We use u ∼ v to denote {u, v} ∈ E. We extend the weight to vertices by defining, for a single vertex v ∈ V , w(v) := u∼v w(u, v). We can think of w(v) as the weighted degree of vertex v. For the sake of clarity, we will assume throughout that w(v) ≥ 1 for every v ∈ V . For S ⊆ V , we write vol(S) = v∈S w(v) to denote the volume of S.
Given a subset S ⊆ V , we denote the Dirichlet conductance of S by For any t1, t2, . . . , t l ∈ R, let ψ : R → R be defined as ψt 1 ,...,t l (x) = argmin t i |x − ti|.
In words, for any x ∈ R, ψt 1 ,...,t i (x) is the value of ti closest to x. For ρ > 0, we say a function g is ρ-Lipschitz w.r.t. f , if for all pairs of vertices u, v ∈ V ,
The next inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and will be useful in our proof. Let a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bm ≥ 0. Then,
(2.1)
Spectral Theory of the Weighted Laplacian
We write 2 (V, w) for the Hilbert space of functions f :
, and norm f 2 w = f, f w . We reserve ·, · and · for the standard inner product and norm on R k , k ∈ N and 2 (V ).
We consider some operators on 2 (V, w). The adjacency operator is defined by Af (v) = u∼v w(u, v)f (u), and the diagonal degree operator by Df (v) = w(v)f (v). Then the combinatorial Laplacian is defined by L = D − A, and the normalized Laplacian is given by
LG := I − D −1/2 AD −1/2 .
Observe that for a d-regular unweighted graph, we have LG = 1 d L. If g : V → R is a non-zero function and f = D −1/2 g, then
where the latter value is referred to as the Rayleigh quotient of f (with respect to G). We drop the subscript of RG(f ) when the graph is clear in the context. In particular, LG is a positive-definite operator with eigenvalues 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn ≤ 2 .
For a connected graph, the first eigenvalue corresponds to the eigenfunction g = D 1/2 f , where f is any non-zero constant function. Furthermore, by standard variational principles,
where both minimums are over sets of k non-zero orthogonal functions in the Hilbert spaces 2 (V ) and 2 (V, w), respectively. We refer to [Chu97] for more background on the spectral theory of the normalized Laplacian. The following proposition is proved in [HLW06] and will be useful in our proof.
Proposition 1 (Hoory, Linial and Widgerson [HLW06] ). There are two disjointly supported functions f+, f− ∈ 2 (V, w) such that f+ ≥ 0 and f− ≤ 0 and R(f+) ≤ λ2 and R(f−) ≤ λ2.
By choosing either of f+ or f− that has a smaller (in volume) support, and taking a proper normalization, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2. There exists a function f ∈ 2 (V, w) such that f ≥ 0, R(f ) ≤ λ2, supp(f ) ≤ vol(V )/2, and f w = 1.
Instead of directly upper bounding λ k in the proof of Theorem 2, we will construct k disjointly supported functions with small Rayleigh quotients. In the next lemma, we show that by the variational principle this gives an upper-bound on λ k . Lemma 1. For any k disjointly supported functions f1, f2, . . ., f k ∈ 2 (V, w), we have
Many variants of the following lemma are known.
Lemma 2 ([Chu96]
). For every non-negative h ∈ 2 (V, w) such that supp(h) ≤ vol(V )/2, the following holds
.
Energy Lower Bound
We define the energy of a function f ∈ 2 (V, w) as
Observe that R(f ) = E f / f 2 w . We also define the energy of f restricted to an interval I as follows:
When the function f is clear from the context we drop the subscripts from the above definitions.
The next fact shows that by restricting the energy of f to disjoint intervals we may only decrease the energy.
Fact 1. For any set of disjoint intervals I1, . . . , Im, we have
The following is the key lemma to lower bound the energy of a function f . It shows that a long interval with small volume must have a significant contribution to the energy of f .
Lemma 3. For any non-negative function
Proof. Since f is non-negative with vol(supp(f )) ≤ vol(V )/2, by the definition of φ(f ), the total weight of the edges going out the threshold set V f (t) is at least φ(f ) · vol f (a), for any a ≥ t ≥ b ≥ 0. Therefore, by summing over these threshold sets, we have 
Otherwise, vol f (I) ≥ (1−β)w(E ). Therefore, by the Cauchy Schwarz inequality (2.1), we have
Choosing β = (φ(f ) · vol f (a))/(φ(f ) · vol f (a) + vol f (I)) such that the above two terms are equal gives the lemma.
ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL PARTITION-ING
Throughout this section we assume that f ∈ 2 (V, w) is a non-negative function of norm f 2 w = 1 such that R(f ) ≤ λ2 and vol(supp(f )) ≤ vol(V )/2. The existence of this function follows from Corollary 2. In Subsection 3.1, we give our first proof of Theorem 2 which is based on the idea of approximating f by a 2k + 1 step function g. Our second proof is given in Subsection 3.2.
First Proof
We say a function g ∈ 2 (V, w) is a l-step approximation of f , if there exist l thresholds 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ t l−1 such that for every vertex v, g(v) = ψt 0 ,t 1 ,...,t l−1 (f (v)).
In words, g(v) = ti if ti is the closest threshold to f (v).
We show that if there is a large gap between λ2 and λ k , then the function f is well approximated by a step function g with at most 2k + 1 steps. Then we define an appropriate h and apply Lemma 2 to get a lower bound on the energy of f in terms of f − g 2 w . One can think of h as a probability distribution function on the threshold sets, and we will define h in such a way that the threshold sets that are further away from the thresholds t0, t1, . . . , t 2k have higher probability.
Approximating f by a 2k + 1 Step Function
In the next lemma, we show that if there is a large gap between R(f ) and λ k , then there is a 2k + 1-step function g such that f − g 2 w = O(R(f )/λ k ). Lemma 4. There exists a 2k + 1-step approximation of f , call g, such that
Proof. Let M := maxv f (v). We will find 2k + 1 thresholds 0 =: t0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ t 2k = M , then we let g be a 2k + 1 step approximation of f with these thresholds. Let C := 2R(f )/kλ k . We choose these thresholds inductively. Given t0, t1, . . . , ti−1, we let ti−1 ≤ ti ≤ M to be the smallest number such that v:
Observe that the left hand side varies continuously with ti: when ti = ti−1 the left hand side is zero, and for larger ti it is non-decreasing. If we can satisfy (3.2) for some ti−1 ≤ ti ≤ M , then we let ti to be the smallest such number, and otherwise we set ti = M . We say the procedure succeeds if t 2k = M . We will show that: (i) if the procedure succeeds then the lemma follows, and (ii) that the procedure always succeeds. Part (i) is clear because if we define g to be the 2k + 1 step approximation of f with respect to t0, . . . , t 2k , then
and we are done. The inequality in the above equation follows by (3.2).
Suppose to the contrary that the procedure does not succeed. We will construct 2k disjointly supported functions of Rayleigh quotients less than λ k /2, and then use Lemma 1 to get a contradiction. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, let fi be the following function:
We will argue that at least k of these functions have R(fi) < 1 2 λ k . By (3.2), we already know that the denominators of R(fi) are equal to C ( fi 2 w = C), so it remains to find an upper bound for the numerators. For any pair of vertices u, v, we show that
(3.
3)
The inequality follows using the fact that f1, . . . , f 2k are disjointly supported, and thus u, v are contained in the support of at most two of these functions. If both u and v are in the support of only one function, then (3.3) holds since each fi is 1-Lipschitz w.r.t. f . Otherwise, say u ∈ supp(fi) and v ∈ supp(fj) for i < j, then (3.3) holds since
Hence, by an averaging argument, there are k disjointly functions f 1 , . . . , f k of Rayleigh quotients less than λ k /2, a contradiction to Lemma 1.
Upper Bounding φ(f ) Using 2k + 1
Step Approximation
Next, we show that we can use any function g that is a 2k + 1 approximation of f to upper-bound φ(f ) in terms of f − g w .
Proposition 2. For any 2k + 1-step approximation of f with f w = 1, called g,
Let g be a 2k + 1 approximation of f with thresholds 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ t 2k , i.e. g(v) := ψt 0 ,t 1 ,...,t 2k (f (v)). We will define a function h ∈ 2 (V, w) such that each threshold set of h is also a threshold set of f (in particular supp(h) = supp(f )), and
(3.4) We then simply use Lemma 2 to prove Proposition 2.
Let µ : R → R,
Note that |f (v) − g(v)| = µ(f (v)). One can think of µ as a probability density function to sample the threshold sets, where threshold sets that are further away from the thresholds t0, t1, . . . , t 2k are given higher probability. We define h as follows:
Observe that the threshold sets of h and the threshold sets of f are the same, as h(u) ≥ h(v) if and only if f (u) ≥ f (v). It remains to prove (3.4). We use the following two claims, that bound the denominator and the numerator separately.
Claim 1. For every vertex v,
Proof. If f (v) = 0, then h(v) = 0 and there is nothing to
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
On the other hand, by the definition of h,
where the inequality follows by the fact that f (v) ∈ [ti, ti+1].
And we will bound the numerator with the following claim.
Claim 2. For any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V ,
Proof. By the definition of µ(.), for any
where the third inequality follows by the triangle inequality, and the last equality uses
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 2.
Proof of Proposition 2. First, by Claim 2,
where the second inequality follows by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. On the other hand, by Claim 1,
Putting above equations together proves (3.4). Since the threshold sets of h are the same as the threshold sets of f , we have φ(f ) = φ(h) and the proposition follows by Lemma 2. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let g be as defined in Lemma 4. By Proposition 2, we get
This proof uses Lemma 3 instead of Lemma 2 to prove the theorem.
Second Proof
Instead of directly proving Theorem 2, we use Corollary 2 and Lemma 1 and prove a stronger version, as it will be used later to prove Corollary 1In particular, instead of directly upper-bounding λ k , we construct k disjointly supported functions with small Rayleigh quotients.
Theorem 5. For any non-negative function f ∈ 2 (V, w) such that supp(f ) ≤ vol(V )/2, and δ := φ 2 (f )/R(f ), at least one of the following holds
ii) There exist k disjointly supported functions f1, f2, . . . , f k such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, supp(fi) ⊆ supp(f ) and
Furthermore, the support of each fi is an interval [ai, bi] such that |ai − bi| = Θ(1/k)ai.
We will show that if R(f ) = Θ(φ(G) 2 ) (when δ = Θ(1)), then f is a smooth function of the vertices, in the sense that in any interval of the form [t, 2t] we expect the vertices to be embedded in equidistance positions. It is instructive to verify this for the second eigenvector of the cycle.
Construction of Disjointly Supported Functions Using Dense Well Separated Regions
First, we show that Theorem 5 follows from a construction of 2k dense well separated regions, and in the subsequent parts we construct these regions based on f . A region R is a closed subset of R+. Let (R) :
The -neighborhood of a region R is the set of points at distance at most from R,
We say two regions R1, R2 are -well-separated, if N (R1) ∩ N (R2) = ∅. In the next lemma, we show that our main theorem can be proved by finding 2k, Ω(δ/k)-dense, Ω(1/k) well-separated regions.
Lemma 5. Let R1, R2, . . . , R 2k be a set of W -dense andwell separated regions. Then, there are k disjointly supported functions f1, . . . , f k , each supported on the -neighborhood of one of the regions such that
Proof. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k, we define a function fi, where for all v ∈ V ,
Then, fi 2 w ≥ (Ri). Since the regions are -well separated, the functions are disjointly supported. Therefore, the endpoints of each edge {u, v} ∈ E are in the support of at most two functions. Thus, by an averaging argument, there exist k functions f1, f2, . . . , f k (maybe after renaming) satisfy the following. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
Therefore, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
where we used the fact that fj's are 1/ -Lipschitz. Therefore, f1, . . . , f k satisfy lemma's statement.
Construction of Dense Well Separated Regions
Let 0 < α < 1 be a constant that will be fixed later in the proof. For i ∈ Z, we define the interval Ii := [α i , α i+1 ]. Observe that these intervals partition the vertices with positive value in f . We let i := (Ii). We partition each interval Ii into 12k subintervals of equal length,
for 0 ≤ j < 12k. Observe that for all i, j,
(3.5)
Similarly we define i,j := (Ii,j). We say a subinterval Ii,j is heavy, if i,j ≥ cδ i−1/k, where c > 0 is a constant that will be fixed later in the proof; we say it is light otherwise. We use Hi to denote the set of heavy subintervals of Ii and Li for the set of light subintervals. We use hi to denote the number of heavy subintervals. We also say an interval Ii is balanced if hi ≥ 6k, denoted by Ii ∈ B where B is the set of balanced intervals. Intuitively, an interval Ii is balanced if the vertices are distributed uniformly inside that interval. Next we describe our proof strategy. Using Lemma 5 to prove the theorem it is sufficient to find 2k, Ω(δ/k)-dense, Ω(1/k) well-separated regions R1, . . . , R 2k . Each of our 2k regions will be a union of heavy subintervals. Our construction is simple: from each balanced interval we choose 2k separated heavy subintervals and include each of them in one of the regions. In order to promise that the regions are well separated, once we include Ii,j ∈ Hi into a region R we leave the two neighboring subintervals Ii,j−1 and Ii,j+1 unassigned, so as to separate R from the rest of the regions. In particular, for all 1 ≤ a ≤ 2k and all Ii ∈ B, we include the (3a − 1)-th heavy subinterval of Ii in Ra. Note that if an interval Ii is balanced, then it has 6k heavy subintervals and we can include one heavy subinterval in each of the 2k regions. Furthermore, by (3.5), the regions are (1 − α)/12kwell separated. It remains to prove that these 2k regions are dense. Let ∆ :=
be the summation of the mass of the preceding interval of balanced intervals. Then, since each heavy subinterval Ii,j has a mass of cδ i−1/k, by the above construction all regions are c∆δ/k-dense. Hence, the following proposition follows from Lemma 5.
Proposition 3. There are k disjoint supported functions f1, . . . , f k such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, supp(fi) ⊆ supp(f ) and
Lower Bounding the Density
So in the rest of the proof we just need to lower-bound ∆ by an absolute constant. Proof. In the next claim, we lower-bound the energy of a light subinterval in terms of i−1. Then, we prove the statement simply using hi < 6k.
Claim 3. For any light subinterval Ii,j,
Proof. First, observe that where we use the assumption that Ii,j ∈ Li in the second last inequality, and (3.6) in the last inequality. By Lemma 3, E(Ii,j) ≥ φ(f ) 2 · vol(α i ) 2 · len(Ii,j) 2 φ(f ) · vol(α i ) + vol(Ii,j)
where the first inequality holds by (3.7), and the last inequality holds by (3.5) and (3.6). where we used the assumption that Ii is not balanced and thus hi < 6k. Now we are ready to lower-bound ∆.
Proof of Theorem 5. First we show that ∆ ≥ 1/2, unless (i) holds, and then we use Proposition 3 to prove the theorem.
If φ(f ) ≤ 10 4 kR(f ), then (i) holds and we are done. So, assume that 10 8 k 2 R 2 (f ) φ 2 (f ) ≤ 1, (3.8) and we prove (ii). Since f 2 w = 1, by Proposition 4,
Set α = 1/2 and c := α 6 (1 − α) 2 /96. If kφ(f )α 4 ≥ cδ, then we get
where the last inequality follows from (3.8). Otherwise,
where the last inequality follows from the definition of c and δ. Since (V ) = f 2 w = 1, it follows from the above equations that ∆ ≥ 1 2 . Therefore, by Proposition 3, we get k disjointly supported functions f1, . . . , f k such that
Although each function fi is defined on a region which is a union of many heavy subintervals, we can simply restrict it to only one of those subintervals guaranteeing that R(fi) only decreases. Therefore each fi is defined on an interval [ai, bi] where by (3.5), |ai − bi| = Θ(1/k)ai. This proves (ii).
EXTENSIONS AND CONNECTIONS
In the full version of this paper, we show how to extend the main result to spectral multiway partitioning, to the balanced separator problem, to the max-cut problem, to the manifold setting, and also discuss the connections of our results to the previous results in the planted random instances, semi-random instances, and stable instances.
